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X-Ray Fitted Shoes
Kewanee Shoe Stores Followed the Popular Trend Until Safety Concerns Arose
I had hard-to-fit feet, so shoe
shopping was not particularly
fun in my youth. But my parents
finally relied on “science” to be
sure I was properly fitted.
I recall happily walking into
Kewanee shoe stores, trying on
a pair of shoes, placing my feet
into a slot near the bottom of a
weird-looking, pulpit-like wood
cabinet, peering through a viewing scope, and, miraculously,
seeing my foot bones glowing
in green. I just knew that I
would walk out with shoes
which fit.
The device was a shoe-fitting
fluoroscope, which allowed a
visualization of the bones and
soft tissues of the foot inside a
shoe, ostensibly improving the
precision of shoe fitting. Of
course, one of its hopeful benefits was increasing sales.
X-rays, first discovered by German scie-

ntist Wilhelm Roentgen in 1895, were the
basis of fluoroscopy, a term allegedly
coined by Thomas Edison.
Within a year of their discovery, the use
of x-rays to view the anatomy of feet was
contemplated. But it was after World War
I that the shoe-fitting devices began to
flourish, due to the number of returning
wounded soldiers. The first devices allowed doctors to quickly examine patients’ feet without removing their
boots.
But soon, those early devices were
adapted for shoe-fitting, and
in the late 1920s, a U.S. patent was issued for such a
device.
The leading
manufacturers
were two Milwaukee companies, the Pedoscope Company
and the X-Ray Shoe Fitter
Corporation. An x-ray tube was in the

shielded base, above which the customer placed his
feet in a slot. When the salesman activated a switch,
a beam of x-rays was sent out and produced an image
of the feet, seen through conveniently-mounted
viewers, by the salesman and the customer.
The shoe-fitting fluoroscopes were well-liked
from the 1920s through the 1940s. 10,000 devices
were in use in the United States at the peak of their
popularity in the early 1950s.
Today, many believe that the shoe-fitting fluoroscope was simply a form of advertising intended to
sell shoes. Certainly, shoe store advertising prominently featured the devices. In one candid interview,
a shoe store owner described his fluoroscope as attractive and exciting to children as “free balloons and
all-day suckers.”

Shoe stores knew that to sell children’s shoes, they
had to sell the parents, and the devices helped by creating a purported scientific way to avoid ill-fitting,
overgrown shoes.
Kewanee shoe stores were no exception. I’m
fairly certain that my family shopped at Bowman
Shoe and it had one of those fascinating fluoroscopes. I certainly remember wiggling my toes in my

soon-to-be new shoes and seeing them in the green
glow through the viewer. Other Kewanee shoe
stores, including Henry Bros. Shoe Store, had the
shoe-fitting devices,
and proudly advertised them regularly.
But during the
time of popularity of
the shoe-fitting fluoroscopes, there was
an increasing awareness of the potential
harmful effects of
the radiation from xrays. As early as
1925, the
hazards of
the devices
were being
discussed. By 1946, the American Standards
Association issued recommendations for the
industrial use of xrays.
In 1948, “a study of
43 of the 200 machines in Detroit
showed that the majority of the devices were
potentially capable of
excessively exposing
both shoe store employees and customers
to x-rays.” As a result
of that study, the
American College of
Radiology warned that
“[t]he bitter fact remains that fluoroscopy
simply cannot be really
safe in the hands of
those untrained to its
use and relatively ignorant of its dangers.”
Other studies and publications described the dangers,
including inhibiting children’s’ foot development
and possible radiation damage to the skin and bone
marrow. By 1952, more than 2,200 shoe-fitting
fluoroscopes were tested in 40 states, and at least
75% were found to be unsafe.
People began understanding that it was not just

the person whose shoes were being fitted were at
risk, but also the salesman, parents, and others in the
shoe store.
But solutions were slow, and legislation lagged.
Finally, in 1957, Pennsylvania became the first state
to ban shoe-fitting fluoroscopes. By 1960, 34 states
had enacted legislation to at least regulate, if not outright ban, the devices. And by 1970, they had been
banned in 33 states and so strictly regulated in the re-

maining 17 that their use became impractical.
The last known fluoroscope in use was found in
the late 1970s in a “corner store” in Boston, whose
owner would let children take a look at their feet
through the machine for the price of 10 cents worth
of candy.
Today, the only shoe-fitting fluoroscopes still in
existence are the few still on display in museums.

To learn more about Kewanee and Wethersfield,
past, present, and future, please visit my Facebook
page, Dusty Roads, at https://www.facebook.com/dusty.roads.kewanee

